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"Injection Video Game Series"
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Copyright (c) 2014
All Rights Reserved

(By the way – Search for the Blue Exit)

Video Games created with FPS Creator have often been rated (M) MATURE for ages 17+, 
and accompanied by the description: "Blood, Intense Violence, Partial Nudity." 
(www.esrb.org) Although I don't see the "Injection" series as having nudity, 
partial or not (unless having no flesh at all can be counted as nakedness or 
nudity, on this point I'm not really sure.) The Injection video games do indeed 
have action - blood and violence, and are not fit for anyone under the age of 17 
(in my opinion). The day I figure-out how to make FPSC walls talk, balls roll, and 
characters slip on banana peels, I think I'll be making different types of games. 
Remember, people, that FPS games are just that, they are merely games. They are not 
meant to inspire you to hurt people in real life. Surely, there has to be more to 
life than screwing up.
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(THE WIN-SCREEN)

THE CHAPTERS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
INJECTION - THE OUTBREAK BEGINS

Level 0 - Done Gone Wrong – (In which the hell starts)
Level 1 - Medilab Snafu - (In which we see how it began)

INJECTION - CHAPTER 2 - LAB SLAUGHTER
Level 2 - Lab Slaughter - (In which a dent is put in the manufacturing of 

death)

INJECTION - CHAPTER 3 - DREAMS OF DEATH
Level 3 - Wake Dream Ambush - (In which we don't get a moment's rest)*
Level 4 - Death On A Catwalk - (In which a breath of fresh air may mean 

certain death)

Level 5 - Fury On The Roof - (In which frustration reigns)
INJECTION - CHAPTER 4 - THROUGH DEATH TO LIFE

Level 6 - Mystery HQ - (In which we don't know where the hell we are)
Level 7 - Witness - (In which there is more to the puzzle than we thought)
Level 8 - Through Death To Life - (In which Survivor gets some needed rest)
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The Loading Screens
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"Injection LEVELS 0-8" were created with the FPS Creator x9 Engine. Some of the 
items/objects in the game may (or may not) have come from the following packs ...

> FPSC Core Model Pack #1

> Model Pack 3

These packs are available from The Game Creators website.

ABOUT THE GAME
I've been trying to figure-out this puzzling Game Engine for years. My first 
attempt was called "Dead Simple" but that project didn't please me as I removed it 
from archiveDOTorg, leaving only the music soundtracks. I had also learned that the 
Dead Simple title was already being used by someone doing an RPG. If archiveDOTorg 
has somehow saved that game somewhere, and it is still available you might be able 
to play it, for what that's worth. After many failed attempts I think I've finally 
got a bit of a handle on FPSC. The Engine eats up memory like a dog eating homework 
it seems. Never create more than three or four layers within a game level, or do so 
at your own risk. Never make your game level too wide. Never pack it with too many 
objects or enemies. I never figured-out how to make Waypoints work, so I gave up 
and decided not to try including them at all. You can give a weapon as much ammo as 
you like by clicking on the weapon itself and changing the ammo settings; this 
saves you from placing cartridges and such on the floors, objects which also eat up 
memory and slow down game performance.

Some of my maps have existed for a long time, from the efforts of years gone by. 
They have been revised and perhaps bear little or no resemblance to their 
originals. Some maps are brand new but the ideas are old. And yet other maps are 
spanking brand new. In fact you won't know it but some ideas came from the Gull's 
Feud Project, which was also at one time called The Feud, among many other titles.

I had some original music I wanted to place in the games but a test showed me the 
exported game refused to play a certain music .wav file. I had had enough and 
deleted all my music from the entire game, to play it safe. You will not be hearing 
any of my music whatsoever.

I did use some Prefabs in certain levels but especially when I was doing quick 
tests, trying out ideas, experimenting, before I applied the idea to a real level. 
Mostly I chose to use Large and Small Walls, and the common Ground to create my 
Arenas. I found there is more flexibility for me doing it this way. And I don't 
miss the doors. I hate adding doors. Yes I didn't add very many doors. When they 
are included they exist mostly for effect. Otherwise you may enter a corridor or 
area freely and openly but at your own risk.

What is the goal? Well, to survive. Try to find the exit, which is a round blue 
shiny things on the ground. The plot? Well, like anything else, it's an outbreak, 
man-made disease that has spread all too quickly. Your job? Wipe out anything 
that's infected, whether it has flesh or not. Who you are is not as important as 
what you are: you are The Immune. You are The Fixer. The rules? You have many 
lives, enough ammo to get the job done. There are no penalties for letting anything 
live. Be patient most of the time. Run for your life the res of the time. Nobody 
likes dying and coming back, it's quite painful. There is no countdown. There is 
only you and them. By the way, keep an eye on your health settings, there will be 
some indications that you're standing in good spots. As for the story, well, make 
it up as you go along, that's what the imagination is for.
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Some of the levels were originally much-much larger but had to be minimized when 
they exceeded something like 1.9GB (or whatever) when attempting to play them. I 
had to go back into the map editor again and again deleting items, many of which I 
thought were quite cool. The first things to go were usually the furnishings, then 
the lights, well, you get the idea. Better to keep an enemy than a lamp, right? 
Sometimes enemies had to go too! I'm not that good at Oh what game-play it would be 
if one could use the entire grid and twelve layers deep! But, alas, this is x9 
we're talking about. I wanted to provide a narrator, or someone communicating via 
some terminal but things did not go my way. I put all of those ideas aside. Yet 
again.

I chose a texture size of 128x128, Quality=5, so, if the game looks a bit cheap at 
times, ah, oh well. I tried a Full Game Export-Build _all levels) but it did not 
work, the full version crashed during sixth level game-play. I chose to divide the 
levels up into Chapters. Hopefully the game won't crash divided up in this way.

The main work done on Injection was done February-March of 2014, but, it can be 
said it more truly began years ago, with a big long nice vacation from FPSC in 
between.

I better organized my maps and my music (which were discarded); had at the ready 
tutorials in the form of PDF manuals and Videos; and a notebook where I kept some 
handwritten notes and ideas.

The loading screens for each level are merely accompanied by screenshots of actual 
game-play from the level itself. Since pictures are worth thousands of words, I am 
including screenshots in PDF format.

They are not great games. They are merely a project I've been striving to 
accomplish for a long time. FPSC is well-known for having bugs, so I am glad I 
achieved anything at all. I managed to get around the bugs to make something 
playable. In terms of fun, it has its moments.

You may also encounter some odd events. Bet you'll be wondering "How did he do 
that?" Fact is, I'm not certain. After some changes, some game glitches seem to 
have decided to stick around and wreak havoc with the player. There's some 
weirdness that occurs in certain Chapters which I cannot rightfully explain. But I 
think the game is better for it.

LAST THOUGHTS
Please do not contact me making offers to collaborate, or to purchase any of my 
projects. I will not be interested. This video game is not for sale. It is a free 
download. Do not make this game available as a download anywhere else on the web 
for sale or otherwise. Please provide a web-link to this archiveDOTorg web-page so 
that people can download this game freely.

Remember: always virus-check your downloads, and update your virus definitions. I 
do what I can to ensure that no viruses are attached, but, nobody is perfect, and 
viruses are being created faster than anti-virus companies are identifying them. If 
you find something I am sorry for the inconvenience. If you can still play the game 
that's good. If not, delete the game from your hard drive and move on. Forget about 
the whole damn thing. It's only a stupid game.

Finally, enjoy the games. I'd like to create more levels in the future, continue 
the Injection adventures, after all, some deadies may be left alive due to your 
ineptitude and impatience, or perhaps just plain needing to get your butt outta 
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there! And those deadies do so love to multiply. Sounds like love to me.

And what about those Androids? Hmmm. Makes one think ...

And yes, I do indeed have FPSC x10 but not a good enough graphics card (one that 
supports 3D Acceleration (or maybe I just don't know what the hell I'm doing?)). 
The x10 program will not run until I do have a better card, or so it says. Making 
games with the x10 version of the program will have to wait.

Special thanks goes out to all you people that provided tutorials web-page, 
youtube, or otherwise, the list is too long.

Other Programs and Hardware Used
The game was created under Windows XP
Adobe Photoshop
GIMP
Audacity
iTunes
Microsoft Paint
Open Office
Windows Vista
Mac OS X
Toast Titanium
Dell Dimension 4600i
iMac G5 PowerPC
Ubuntu 13.10
Toshiba Satellite Laptop

Oh, yes, if any of the games keep on crashing, I'm sorry. There's nothing I can do 
about that. I have done my best to keep objects from touching eachother. I place 
them as perfectly as I can and they still decide to stand half-way in and out of 
walls. This is not my fault. They are wall-huggers. What more can I say? For some 
reason at times many face one specific direction and I don't know how to fix that. 
I tried, believe me, I tried turning them around to face the correct direction but 
to no avail. Whatever the case, I hope people have fun playing the game.

Any inquiries

gift.tower3000@gmail.com

Let me know which is your favorite level. Or just write-in just to say you think 
the game stinks. Be nice to hear some kind of feedback for a change, positive or 
negative. My favorite level is(deleted at the insistence of the author's(deleted as 
of the result of the advice of(deleted as of the outcome of the direct cause and 
effect of(deleted))))*

Nathaniel Torres
March 2014
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(GAME OVER)

(No Really)

Booklet written and designed by
Nathaniel Torres
Copyright © 2014

All Rights Reserved
Please do not make this booklet available

anywhere else on the web except
archiveDOTorg
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